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YASUJIRO OZU needs neither introduction nor recommendation. Many of Ozu’s features have been
available on DVD for some time in Asia but mostly only on Region 3 which the great majority of DVD
players in the West would not play. There has been only little Ozu available in the West so this Criteron
release is good news. The Eclipse series presents the director’s work of the last decade of his life - a mature
artist who has honed his restrained style. It also shows Ozu experimenting with colour and revealing more
of his subtle, understated humour, as in The End of Summer and Late Autumn.
Ozu’s films have always had a finger on the pulse of Japanese society: in these late period films, perceptive
references to the post-war poverty and environmental devastation evolve into images of growing material
comfort as well as generational conflicts and increasing Americanization. The image quality of the films is
better than those issued by Hong Kong Panorama Entertainment. Despite the lack of supplements (unusual
for Criterion), Late Ozu is a true bargain - as the other two sets mentioned above.
Figure 1: LATE OZU DVD COLLECTION ¶ (Early Spring, Tokyo Twilight, Equinox Flower, Late Autumn,
The End of Summer). ¶ Yasujiro Ozu, Japan 1956-61, 5-disc set, NTSC, Region-0, DVD-9, 85min, b&w and
colour. ¶ Criterion Eclipse series #3. ¶ Japanese with English subtitles. ¶ (USD 49.99 at Amazon.com).
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